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Southern as a Second Language
“Why won’t you just tell me what’s in that cake?” I’d been trying to get Laine’s
recipe for years. We all had. When all else fails, turn to the divine taste of
hummingbird cake. In the South you always say “yes, ma’am” and “no, ma’am.”
You know everybody’s business. Football is a lifestyle not a pastime.
Food—especially dessert— is almost a religious experience. And you protect your
friends as fiercely as you protect your family— even if the threat is something you
cannot see. In this spot-on Southern novel brimming with wit and authenticity,
you’ll laugh alongside lifelong friends, navigate the sometimes rocky path of
marriage, and roll through the outrageous curveballs that life sometimes throws . .
. from devastating pain to absolute joy. And if you’re lucky, you just may discover
the secret to hummingbird cake along the way.

Stop Dressing Your Six-Year-Old Like a Skank
This book rocks! Southern Belle Rocks is a must read by women everywhere. It
reflects everything a woman wants to say, but feels the world doesn’t want to
know. It opens up emotions and heals wounds. This is a riveting work of ninety
percent truth that’s written into a biography, with just a twist to protect the names
of the innocent. It is a true story of the life of a Southern Belle who was born in
New York City, and moved to North Carolina as a twenty-two- year-old adult. This is
a wonderful book about ups and downs, revealing the secrets to true happiness, as
well as the pain suffered trying to get there. The versatility of Ashanti Belle shows
that she was an urbanite, a socialite, and a country girl to boot. She was a woman
who had her life shattered and then put back together in a way that all women
must read to see how it is done. This book is for women, no matter the race, creed,
ethnicity, age, or educational level. It represents liberation and a celebration of
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what we often truly feel. Southern Belle Rocks will make you laugh and cry, and
will show many women the route to empowering themselves, so they can become
whatever they want in spite of the obstacles in their way.

The Secret to Hummingbird Cake
From one of our most acclaimed writers comes this dramatic tale of a well-born
Southern woman whose life is forever changed by the betrayal of her mother and
by the man she loves Growing up, the only place tomboy Thayer Wentworth felt at
home was at her summer camp - Camp Sherwood Forest in the North Carolina
Mountains. It was there that she came alive and where she met Nick Abrams, her
first loveand first heartbreak. Years later, Thayer marries Aengus, an Irish
professor, and they move into her deceased grandmother's house in Atlanta, only
miles from Camp Edgewood on Burnt Mountain where her father died years ago in
a car accident. There, Aengus and Thayer lead quiet and happy lives until Aengus
is invited up to the camp to tell old Irish tales to the campers. As Aengus spends
less time at home and becomes more distant, Thayer must confront dark secretsabout her mother, her first love, and, most devastating of all, her husband.

Spelling Mississippi
A Southern Belle Primer meets The Rules in this engaging volume that explains the
mystique of Southern women and why they always get what they want, and shows
women how to get the same kind of romantic, professional, and personal success.

Secrets of the Zona Rosa
An inspiring guide featuring the wit, wisdom, and stories of Zona Rosa, the writingand-sisterhood workshop that has empowered thousands of women For more than
twenty years, Rosemary Daniell—Southern belle, successful writer, and tireless
champion of female empowerment—has led Zona Rosa, a writing workshop for
women founded on the premise that writing can be not only a creative challenge
but a tool for healing. Here, she shares the secrets of Zona Rosa: practical advice
and home-grown "Exorcises" that help you face and think through writing issues,
and life in general. You'll learn how to avoid the "13 (Possible) Boo Boos" that
plague everyone's writing. You'll bring yourself to "Write About the Thing I Most
Don't Want to Write About" and learn how facing the difficult past can lead to
breakthroughs. You'll discover "The Emotional Tai Chi of Getting Your Work Out
There," with suggestions for painlessly sending your work into the world. Along the
way, you'll meet some of the many women who have improved their writing—and
lives—through the camaraderie, constructive advice, and fun of Zona Rosa. And
you'll be inspired by Rosemary Daniell herself, who has weathered personal
tragedy, Bad Love, and her own writing issues to come out singing. Secrets of the
Zona Rosa is essential reading for any woman who writes—and who has lived a life
full of stories.

Rebel Belle
Where is Kent Heyward? The twenty-three-year-old heiress from one of
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Charleston's oldest families vanished a month ago. When her father hires private
investigator Liz Talbot, Liz suspects the most difficult part of her job will be
convincing the patriarch his daughter tired of his overbearing nature and left town.
That's what the Charleston Police Department believes. But behind the garden
walls South of Broad, family secrets pop up like weeds in the azaleas. The
neighbors recollect violent arguments between Kent and her parents. Eccentric
twin uncles and a gaggle of cousins covet the family fortune. And the lingering
spirit of a Civil-War-era debutante may know something if Colleen, Liz's dead best
friend, can get her to talk. Liz juggles her case, the partner she's in love with, and
the family she adores. But the closer she gets to what has become of Kent, the
closer Liz dances to her own grave.

Make Your Own Southern Belle Cloth Doll and Her Wardrobe
Celia Rivenbark's essays about life in today's South are like caramel
popcorn---sweet, salty, and utterly irresistible Celia Rivenbark is a master at
summing up the South in all its glorious excesses and contradictions. In this
collection of screamingly funny essays, you'll discover: * How to get your kid into a
character breakfast at Disneyworld (or run the risk of eating chicken out of a
bucket with Sneezy) * Secrets of Celebrity Moms (don't hate them because they're
beautiful when there are so many other reasons to hate them) * EBay addiction
and why "It ain't worth having if it ain't on eBay" (Whoa! Is that Willie Nelson's face
in your grits?) * Why today's children's clothes make six-year-olds look like Vegas
showgirls with an abundance of anger issues * And so much more! Rivenbark is an
intrepid explorer and acid commentator on the land south of the Mason-Dixon line.

New Times in the Old South
Examines the mystique of the Southern belle, discussing family trees, silver
patterns, the fashion calendar, and famous belles

Wives, Fiancées, and Side-Chicks of Hotlanta
Being a Southern Belle takes so much more than living in the South. We are taught
from an early age how to dress, address others, and take care of each other. Sadly
being a true Southern Belle is a dying art, but together we can strive to keep this
culture alive by being a Muslimah Southern Belle. When it comes to being a
Southern Belle, experience, education, and refinement makes all the difference.
Chrystal understands that these American Southern Belle values, manners, and
traditions mirror that of Islamic values and manners. Through Muslim Sothern Belle
Guide for Teens inshallah we can bridge the gap that has formed and encourage
our young ladies to be the strong women that they can be.

A Southern Belle Primer, Or, Why Princess Margaret Will Never
be a Kappa Kappa Gamma
“Spellbinding. Another outstanding novel by Kimberly Belle, masterfully written to
lure you in and never let go.” — Samantha Downing, USA Today bestselling author
of My Lovely Wife When Charlotte married the wealthy widower Paul, it caused a
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ripple of gossip in their small lakeside town. They have a charmed life together,
despite the cruel whispers about her humble past and his first marriage. But
everything starts to unravel when she discovers a young woman’s body floating in
the exact same spot where Paul’s first wife tragically drowned. At first, it seems
like a horrific coincidence, but the stranger in the lake is no stranger. Charlotte saw
Paul talking to her the day before, even though Paul tells the police he’s never met
the woman. His lie exposes cracks in their fragile new marriage, cracks Charlotte is
determined to keep from breaking them in two. As Charlotte uncovers dark
mysteries about the man she married, she doesn’t know what to trust—her heart,
which knows Paul to be a good man, or her growing suspicion that there’s
something he’s hiding in the water. Look for these other pulse-pounding thrillers by
Kimberly Belle: Three Days Missing The Marriage Lie Dear Wife

Southern Solstice
Complete step-by-step instructions, patterns, and embroidery notes for creating a
basic doll and a wardrobe of 9 charming mid-19th-century costumes that include a
tailored riding habit, a lovely afternoon dress for tea, a satin ball gown, a lovely
wedding dress, and 5 other outfits. Dollcrafters can paint individual faces to
achieve the looks and personality desired, by arching eyebrows, adding spectacles,
altering hair colors and styles with yarn, and more.

The Southern Belle Brides Collection
Harper Price, peerless Southern belle, was born ready for a Homecoming tiara. But
after a strange run-in at the dance imbues her with incredible abilities, Harper's
destiny takes a turn for the seriously weird. She becomes a Paladin, one of an
ancient line of guardians with agility, super strength and lethal fighting instincts.
Just when life can't get any more disastrously crazy, Harper finds out who she's
charged to protect: David Stark, school reporter, subject of a mysterious prophecy
and possibly Harper's least favorite person. But things get complicated when
Harper starts falling for him--and discovers that David's own fate could very well be
to destroy Earth. With snappy banter, cotillion dresses, non-stop action and a touch
of magic, this new young adult series from bestseller Rachel Hawkins is going to
make y'all beg for more. “As surprising as it is delicious.”—BCCB, starred review
“Fun with a twist of supernatural and Southern charm.” —VOYA “The romance,
coming-of-age aspects, and a well-drawn heroine with a crackling wit will lure in
readers.” —Booklist

The Sweet Potato Queens' Book of Love
Explains how to take advantage of one's natural female instincts to achieve
success on any occasion, with advice on how to master the art of social, courtship,
and romantic flirting, and be both a good storyteller and listener.

The Art of Southern Charm
A conclusion to the best-selling series that includes Whistlin' Dixie in a Nor'easter
finds Leelee's efforts to run a new restaurant with Peter challenged by her
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unpredictable friends, a male dog named Roberta and the return of a notorious exhusband.

Secrets of Those That Are
From NY Times Bestselling Author, Angie Fox, the first book in the USA TODAY
bestselling Southern Ghost Hunter series 5 Stars! “Southern charm, a haunting
mystery, and a leading lady I want as my BFF!” One simple mistake… When out of
work graphic designer Verity Long accidentally traps a ghost on her property, she’s
saddled with more than a supernatural sidekick—she gains the ability see spirits. It
leads to an offer she can’t refuse from the town’s bad boy, who also happens to be
the brother of her ex and the last man she should ever partner with. Ellis Wydell is
in possession of a stunning historic property haunted by some of Sugarland
Tennessee’s finest former citizens. Only some of them are growing restless—and
destructive. He hires Verity to put an end to the disturbances. But soon, Verity
learns there’s more to the mysterious estate than floating specters, secret
passageways, and hidden rooms. There’s a modern day mystery afoot, one that
hinges on a decades-old murder. Verity isn't above questioning the living, or the
dead. But can she discover the truth before the killer finds her? What Reviewers
are saying… 5 Stars! “‘Loved’ does not begin to describe my feelings for this
story.” 5 Stars! “I could not put it down (ended up reading all night long midnight
till 3 am).” 5 Stars! “I loved the heroine because she is gutsy and quirky, definitely
not a wilting flower, and I am super excited about where her story is going.” 5
Stars! “I fell in love with this series from the first book!” Rating: Clean and
Wholesome Paranormal Cozy Mystery Romance

Miss Lizzie's War
Offers humorous insights concerning the trials and tribulations of social climbing in
the South

Miss Becky's Charm School:
Georgia Bottoms is known in her small community of Six Points, Alabama, as a
beautiful, well-to-do, and devoutly Baptist Southern belle. Nobody realizes that the
family fortune has long since disappeared, and a determinedly single woman like
Georgia needs an alternative, and discreet, means of income. In Georgia's case it is
six well-heeled lovers -- one for each day of the week, with Mondays off -- none of
whom knows about the others. But when the married preacher who has been
coming to call (Saturdays) decides to confess their affair in front of the whole
congregation, Georgia must take drastic measures to stop him. In George Bottoms,
Mark Childress proves once again his unmistakable skill for combining the hilarious
and the absurd to reveal the inner workings of the rebellious human heart.

Burnt Mountain
From USA Today bestselling author Pamela Crane comes an addictively readable
domestic suspense novel… Mackenzie, Robin, and Lily have been inseparable
forever, sharing life’s ups and downs and growing even closer as the years have
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gone by. They know everything about each other. Or so they believe. Nothing
could come between these three best friends . . . Except for a betrayal. Nothing
could turn them against each other . . . Except for a terrible past mistake. Nothing
could tear them apart . . . Except for murder.

Secrets of the Southern Belle
"1890, Atlanta. By day, seventeen-year-old Jo Kuan works as a lady's maid for the
cruel Caroline Payne, the daughter of one of the wealthiest men in Atlanta. But by
night, Jo moonlights as the pseudonymous author of a newspaper advice column
for 'the genteel Southern lady'"--

Talk Southern to Me
Love as Sweet as Southern Iced Tea Welcome to the Old South where hospitality is
king and charm is queen. Can lasting love been found here amidst chaotic life
challenges? The Belle of the Congaree by Lauralee Bliss Columbia, South
Carolina—1866 Mason Bassinger reluctantly travels to post-war South Carolina
seeking lands his carpetbagger brother can buy. Elisa Anderson barely survives
after her family’s plantation was destroyed. She welcomes visits by the handsome
and wealthy Mason who makes the cottage by the Congaree feel like a home. But
when Mason’s true purpose is revealed, will her heart be broken by betrayal?
Thoroughbreds by Ramona Cecil Lexington, Kentucky—1918 A family tragedy
reunites Ella Jamison with her childhood tormentor, igniting surprisingly different
sparks. Clay Garrett questions why God would allow him to fall in love with the one
woman least likely to return his affections. But when love blooms against all odds,
old secrets threaten to destroy it and, in the process, tear an entire family apart.
The Marmalade Belle by Dianne Christner Ocala, Florida—1893 A decade-old note
draws Maribelle Sinclair into the arms of Jackson, her childhood hero, but the
Cavalry dragoon’s soul appears dark and dangerous as the Florida everglades.
Virgil, on the other hand, is sweet as mama’s orange marmalade and optimistically
forthright. If hearts are windows, like the glass-bottomed boats on nearby Silver
River, Maribelle can trust hers to make the right choice. Debt of Love by Lynn
Coleman Palatka, Florida—1868 Adeline Edwards, a Southern Belle with strong
calloused hands from tending cattle, no longer attends balls. Banker, Phineas
George Hamilton III, arrives at the plantation to recover the bank’s debt and
discovers strong-willed Adeline doubts the bank’s claim. Can they figure out the
debt, or will they find balance in love? Hometown Bride by Patty Smith Hall
Marietta, Georgia—1870 Jilly Chastain never lied, but when her mother fabricates a
marriage with her childhood sweetheart, Grayson Hancock, Jilly goes along with it,
never expecting Grayson to show up, ready to make their make-believe marriage
real. Miss Beaumont’s Companion by Grace Hitchcock Baton Rouge,
Louisiana—1892 When lady’s companion Aria St. Angelo is coerced into posing as
her political employer’s absent daughter for the evening at the Louisiana
Governor’s masquerade ball, she wasn’t planning on falling for Byron Roderick, the
most eligible bachelor in the capitol. Above All These Things by Connie Stevens
East central Georgia—1855 Pre-conceived opinions and stubborn pride builds walls
of resentment between Annulet Granville, the belle of Thornwalk Manor, and a
visiting stranger. Annulet’s parents urge her to find a husband, but she labels
Peyton Stafford the enemy. So what is she to do with Christ’s command to love her
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enemies?

Too Much Soul
Join Cindy on her journey from being adopted in Seoul, Korea by an African
American couple to growing up in the Dirty SouthJackson, MS! See how she fights
and loves her way through life as she searches for her identity and discovers her
place in the world despite the strongholds that society tries to place on her. As
unique as her life is, what will resonate is the humanity of her experiences with her
family, friends, those that have impacted her life as well as the lives of those she
has impacted. Become a part of her growth and glow as she continues on her
journey of self-discovery, encouraging herself and others to be their most
empowered, authentic selves! "Love is the beauty of the soul." - Saint Augustine
#TooMuchSoul

What Southern Women Know (That Every Woman Should)
A decidedly Southern take on sweet and savory pies for celebrations of all kinds,
even quiet dinners at home. Pies are perennial, but no one ever claimed they’re
easy to make. Amanda Dalton Wilbanks, owner of The Southern Baked Pie
Company in Georgia, wants to change that. With only one pastry recipe, pies of
every size can be made for any meal: full-size, mini, tassies, and handheld pies
both savory and sweet. Each chapter features a full menu centered on a holiday or
occasion, with recipes for side dishes, appetizers, and more to complement the
flavors of the starring pie. Amanda Wilbanks opened her first retail bakery in
Gainesville, Georgia, in 2012. Southern Baked Pie Company now has three retail
locations in Georgia and a distribution center for shipping pies across the country.

Georgia Bottoms
If you've ever wondered why Catching a good man is like nailing Jello to a tree
Flirting with a man is like riding a bull–just because you stayed on for 8 seconds
doesn't mean you've won first prize Making small talk on a first date is harder than
eating watermelon in a sundress then you've come to the right place! Ladies,
welcome to Miss Becky's Charm School! I'm Miss Becky, and in this book, I'll reveal
some of my best tips and tricks for landing the perfect man, southern-girl style.
Now, I know y'all are busy, and I'm not here to blow smoke up your pretty little
skirts, or to otherwise waste your precious time. But when it comes to the art of
charming a man, no one does it better than the gals from Dixie. And whether
you're a Yankee dame or a California babe, you can learn the secrets Southern
Belles have been using for years to find the right man and put him just where you
want him. Inside, we'll cover the basics every woman should know: • Are you a
Scarlett or a Melanie?–Take my quiz to figure out your Southern Belle alter ego. •
Separating the Possums from the Bunnies–Time-tested tricks for telling the
Rednecks from the Southern Gentlemen. • I Like My Women a Little on the Trashy
Side–Dress to impress for every occasion. • Why Buy the Cow?–Sex and the
Southern Belle. • Smooth as Butter–A Southern etiquette primer. • The Deviled Egg
Plate–The way to a man's heart really is through his stomach–tasty treats to win
him over. So pull up a chair, fix yourself a mint julep (or any strong drink you like),
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and get ready to learn the secret weapons and Southern Belle sensibilities that will
help you snag the man of your dreams!

Work Hard. Be Nice.
The second novel by Donna Tartt, bestselling author of The Goldfinch (winner of
the 2014 Pulitzer Prize), The Little Friend is a grandly ambitious and utterly riveting
novel of childhood, innocence and evil. The setting is Alexandria, Mississippi, where
one Mother’s Day a little boy named Robin Cleve Dufresnes was found hanging
from a tree in his parents’ yard. Twelve years later Robin’s murder is still unsolved
and his family remains devastated. So it is that Robin’s sister Harriet—unnervingly
bright, insufferably determined, and unduly influenced by the fiction of Kipling and
Robert Louis Stevenson--sets out to unmask his killer. Aided only by her worshipful
friend Hely, Harriet crosses her town’s rigid lines of race and caste and burrows
deep into her family’s history of loss. Filled with hairpin turns of plot and “a
bustling, ridiculous humanity worthy of Dickens” (The New York Times Book
Review), The Little Friend is a work of myriad enchantments by a writer of
prodigious talent. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Southern Spirits
Patricia Altschul, the surprise breakout star of Bravo’s hit reality show Southern
Charm, introduces an essential lifestyle guide as refreshing and fun as a gin
martini. “Patricia on #SouthernCharm, like lookin’ in the damn mirror. Cheers
queen.” —Lady Gaga Fan-favorite Bravolebrity Patricia Altschul from the primetime
show Southern Charm finally brings fans her eagerly anticipated opus on etiquette
and living a glamorous Southern lifestyle. Patricia provides advice on every
situation, from hosting a memorable cocktail party, to decoding the dress code for
any event, to handling a drunken boor at the dinner table, to delivering the
perfectly phrased insult—like her now iconic “shameless strumpet.” The Art of
Southern Charm takes readers inside the world of Charleston’s most captivating
grande dame, who (with Michael the Butler) offers a blueblood’s blueprint for
curating and celebrating life at its best.

Class with the Countess
"skillful and clever and funny. I highly recommend this book." — Elin Hilderbrand,
New York Times Bestselling Author "An enchanting novel of a woman finding her
way out of a midlife (and mid-death) crisis." — Kirkus "outstandinga thoroughly
engrossing saga."— Midwest If Tipsy Collins learned one thing from her divorce, it's
that everyone in Charleston is a little crazy—even if they're already dead. Tips, a
gifted artist, cannot ignore her nutty friends or her vindictive ex-husband, but as a
lifelong reluctant clairvoyant, she's always avoided dead people. When Tipsy and
her three children move into the house on Bennett Street, she realizes some
ghosts won't be ignored. Till death do us part didn't pan out for Jane and Henry
Mott, who've haunted the house for nearly a century. Tipsy's marriage was
downright felicitous when compared to Jane and Henry's ill-fated union. Jane
believes Henry killed her and then himself, and Henry vehemently denies both
accusations. Unfortunately, neither phantom remembers that afternoon in 1923.
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Tipsy doesn't know whether to side with Jane, who seems to be hiding something
under her southern belle charm, or Henry, a mercurial creative genius. Jane and
Henry draw Tipsy into their conundrum, and she uncovers secrets long concealed
under layers of good manners, broken promises and soupy Lowcountry air. Living
with ghosts, however, takes a toll on her health, and possibly even her sanity. As
she struggles to forge a new path for herself and her children, Tipsy has a chance
to set Jane and Henry free, and release the ghosts of her own past.

Southern Lady Code
“Whitfield, star of Bravo’s reality television show The Real Housewives of Atlanta,
makes her fiction debut with this tale of a young woman overwhelmed in the big
city.” —Library Journal Fresh out of college, Sasha Wellington’s got her career as a
fashion designer and entrepreneur all planned out. When fate points her to Atlanta,
she sets out to make her dreams come true . . . Before she knows it, Sasha’s
befriended by two rival BFFs. First there’s Norman, savvy stylist to Atlanta’s stars,
from the A-list on down. Then there’s Paris, an outrageous personality with a
questionable nightlife. Between their antics, Sasha’s beyond grateful for her
coworker, Casey. Married to an NBA player, Casey’s got class. But there’s more
than meets the eye to being a baller’s wife. And the more time Sasha spends
among the movers and shakers, the clearer it gets that just like on reality TV, the
truth lies behind-the-scenes. Still, she’s not worried about getting caught up in the
drama—until she’s romanced by a baller of her own

Little Deadly Secrets
From an acclaimed short-story writer, a blazingly intelligent and humorous debut
novel that is set in New Orleans and tells the story of two strangers whose paths
first cross on the remarkable banks of the Mississippi. Cleo, a Canadian on holiday
in New Orleans, is sitting alone in the French Quarter late one night, dreamily
watching the river’s lazy progress. Suddenly, a woman clad in full evening dress,
from rhinestone tiara to high heels, takes a running leap off the wharf into the
Mississippi. Cleo watches, astonished, then turns and runs, mistakenly assuming
the jumper is dead — a suicide. But Madeline, it turns out, is not bent on suicide.
She is irresistibly drawn to water, as is Cleo, who was conceived during the great
flood in Florence in 1966. Perhaps it is this shared obsession with the murky depths
that fuels Cleo’s determination to find Madeline. She pounds the quaint streets of
New Orleans, city of cheap bourbon, rich turtle soup, the scent of magnolias and A
Streetcar Named Desire. Spelling Mississippi is filled with all the bristling energy of
Fall on Your Knees. Told with great humour and affection, it is a seductive,
liberating story about ties that bind and those that simply restrain, and a lesson
not in spelling but forgiveness.

Southern Belle Rocks
Katelynn Anthony has always considered herself to be a plain little Southern girl
living a boringly uneventful life. But now, nothing could be further from the truth.
After Ms. Lera, the elderly lady who had been her surrogate grandmother, mentor,
and benefactor passes away, Katelynn is swept away to Scotland to take care of
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her final arrangements. And as Ms. Lera's heir, Katelynn finds herself caught up in
a world of dazzling creatures and dangerous foes as she adjusts to her new title:
Lord of Castle Go-Brath. Not only will Katelynn learn more about Ms. Lera's
adventurous past, but she will uncover secrets about herself and the world she
thought she knew. Carly Robbins was born and raised in the Great Smokey
Mountains-land of the Cherokee, home of the black bear, mountain lion, and elkwhere the rivers run deep and long unbothered by man. In the early morning,
when the mist of a new day is still tucked deep in the valleys and the sun has just
begun to creep over the mountain, if you listen close, you can hear the giggle of
fairies or catch the glimpse of a leprechaun. Okay, not really, but these mountains
have fostered Robbins's vivid imagination. The peaceful hamlet of her hometown,
Bryson City, reminded her ancestors so much of their precious Ireland and
beautiful Scotland that they decided to call it home. As a child several generations
removed, she loved hearing all of their stories. Some of these stories had evolved
from Irish and Scottish folklore into a mix of Appalachian/Southern stories, and she
tried to weave these into her book. She hopes you enjoy and that you may even
see someone you know and love in the pages.

What Southern Women Know about Flirting
The breakout star of The Real Housewives of Atlanta, who is known for being the
ultimate Southern Belle, advises women on fashion, etiquette, dating and the
workplace, giving a modern twist to traditional Southern values.

The Downstairs Girl
Provides advice on etiquette and modern social graces, covering the art of being
oneself in any situation, ways to make other people comfortable, and the art of
seduction.

Charleston Green
When Mike Feinberg and Dave Levin signed up for Teach for America right after
college and found themselves utter failures in the classroom, they vowed to
remake themselves into superior educators. They did that—and more. In their early
twenties, by sheer force of talent and determination never to take no for an
answer, they created a wildly successful fifth-grade experience that would grow
into the Knowledge Is Power Program (KIPP), which today includes sixty-six schools
in nineteen states and the District of Columbia. KIPP schools incorporate what
Feinberg and Levin learned from America's best, most charismatic teachers:
lessons need to be lively; school days need to be longer (the KIPP day is nine and a
half hours); the completion of homework has to be sacrosanct (KIPP teachers are
available by telephone day and night). Chants, songs, and slogans such as "Work
hard, be nice" energize the program. Illuminating the ups and downs of the KIPP
founders and their students, Mathews gives us something quite rare: a hopeful
book about education.

Lowcountry Boneyard
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To know the Sweet Potato Queens is to love them, and if you haven't heard about
them yet, you will. Since the early 1980s, this group of belles gone bad has been
the toast of Jackson, Mississippi, with their glorious annual appearance in the St.
Patrick's Day parade. In The Sweet Potato Queens' Book of Love, their royal
ringleader, Jill Conner Browne, introduces the Queens to the world with this sly,
hilarious manifesto about love, life, men, and the importance of being prepared.
Chapters include: • The True Magic Words Guaranteed to Get Any Man to Do Your
Bidding • The Five Men You Must Have in Your Life at All Times • Men Who May
Need Killing, Quite Frankly • What to Eat When Tragedy Strikes, or Just for
Entertainment • The Best Advice Ever Given in the Entire History of the World From
tales of the infamous Sweet Potato Queens' Promise to the joys of Chocolate Stuff
and Fat Mama's Knock You Naked Margaritas, this irreverent, shamelessly funny
book is the gen-u-wine article.

The Little Friend
Cassie Morrison is a beautiful, bright and intelligent young woman with southern
belle charm. After finishing high school, she decides to attend college and study
political science and public service in Washington, D.C. The presidential election is
coming up, and a senator from Texas is a candidate. During the debates, he's
declared a crackdown on political corruption. This has some people questioning his
qualifications and angers many more. During this time, Cassie is working as an
intern for a senator. Her boss sends her to deliver a file to a senator's office and
she ends up going to the Capitol. She enters the office and hears voices in another
room. Cassie's listening skills lead her to realize there's not a staff meeting going
on, but instead, a group of men discussing plans to force the Texas senator out of
the race. Do these men have something to hide?

Stranger in the Lake
As the Civil War ground on, an underground Unionist movement flourished in the
heart of the Confederacy, led by an unlikely leader. Elizabeth Van Lew, a wealthy
and well connected member of Richmond’s elite, risked everything to help save the
Union, skillfully directing this clandestine group and becoming General Ulysses S.
Grant’s spy in Richmond. Surrounded by a cadre of “slaves” secretly freed and
working with her at the risk of their lives--and hers--Lizzie becomes a pivotal
character in the narrative that reveals the complexity and horror of war and the
possibility of ultimate redemption. Based on an incredible true story, Lizzie's War
revolves around a number of elements: the intrigue involved in Elizabeth’s double
life, her scheme to plant a former slave as her spy in the Jefferson Davis home, her
secret romance with a Union prisoner, the dangerous work and conspiracies
entailed in running a spy network for the Federal Government in the Confederate
capital, terrifying flights to freedom engineered by Elizabeth for escaped prisoners
and slaves, and ongoing Confederate surveillance, investigations and arrests of
Unionists.

Sophisticated Southern Belle with Secrets
A humorous study of a uniquely American phenomenon examines the mystique of
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the Southern belle, discussing family trees, silver patterns, the fashion calendar,
and famous belles. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.

Everyday Secrets Lead to Chaos
As rich and distinctive as the Lowcountry itself, Southern Solstice presents a clever
and charismatic journey of love, heartache, adaptation and emotional fortitude as
told through a patina of family heritage. When twenty-four-year-old Larken
Devereaux is left brokenhearted by her fiance on the West Coast, she reluctantly
returns to her charmed aristocratic roots in Charleston, South Carolina to rebuild
her life and gain self-determination in a prominent southern family that offers
everything and requires nothing. As her impetuous mother orchestrates a reunion
with a first love, Larken becomes entangled in a dilemma where she must choose
between an intriguing, passionate plastic surgeon-who is anything but superficialand the annoyingly irresistible man who has silently loved her forever."

A Southern Belle Primer
Sophisticated Southern Belle with Secrets reveal the true meaning of what the
author has gone throughout her life. It touches on the childhood, relationships, trial
and tribulations, and how she over came everything. Gives insight on how to help
others change a situation that they might be going through as well. Expresses
thought about abuse regardless if it is mentally, physically, or emotionally. By the
end of the book a lot of unanswered question have been answered if you are not
sure who to talk to about your situations. Who says that the most sophisticated
person you know have not dealt with these issues as well. No one is perfect we all
live in an imperfect world.

The Southern Belle's Handbook
Learn how to navigate life with the effortless savior faire of a true daughter of the
South with The Southern Belle's Handbook. Sissy LeBlanc's rules to live by will
teach you how to hook, hold on to, and handle any man as well as conquer any
personal situation with the poise and confidence of a sophisticated southern
stunner. And because every woman possesses her own sassy instincts, you can
also record your own rules for unstoppable fabulousness and success.

Muslim Southern Belle Guide for Teens
"I loved it." --Ann Patchett Helen Ellis has a mantra: "If you don't have something
nice to say, say something not-so-nice in a nice way." Say "weathered" instead of
"she looks like a cake left out in the rain" and "I'm not in charge" instead of
"they're doing it wrong." In these twenty-three raucous essays, Ellis transforms
herself into a dominatrix Donna Reed to save her marriage, inadvertently steals a
Burberry trench coat, avoids a neck lift, and finds a black-tie gown that gives her
the confidence of a drag queen. While she may have left Alabama for New York
City, Helen Ellis is clinging to her Southern accent like mayonnaise to white bread,
and offering readers a hilarious, completely singular view on womanhood for both
sides of the Mason-Dixon.
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